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Abstract:
Cybersecurity is one of the most critical challenges facing the computing discipline. Vulnerabilities that result from space-time usage of programs are especially hard to detect and defend against, since they are due to algorithmic behavior of programs rather than implementation errors. ISSTAC aims to build an integrated approach that provides both qualitative and quantitative reasoning for space-time analysis of Java programs. The approach is based on symbolic execution, a systematic program analysis technique which efficiently explores multiple program behaviors all at once, by manipulating symbolic path conditions collected over program paths. I will describe two critical ISSTAC components: The Worst-Case Analysis uses heuristics to efficiently search for algorithmic complexity vulnerabilities, and The Side-Channel Analysis uses quantitative information flow analysis to detect and quantify information leakage. The analyses are parameterized with respect to cost models for space-time consumption. Further both analyses produce actual test inputs that expose the vulnerabilities.
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